PERSPECTIVES
the concern that limiting the collection of
racial information would slow the progress of
cancer research.

OPINION

Impact of race/ethnicity on molecular
pathways in human cancer
John K. Wiencke
Understanding the molecular circuitry of the
cancer cell is within the grasp of the basic
scientist; however, harnessing this
knowledge to predict cancer risk requires
integration of molecular and population
sciences. But, what role, if any, does
race/ethnicity have in cancer research and,
more specifically, in the nature of genetic
and epigenetic alterations that programme
the malignant behaviour of the cancer cell?

Race, as it is used in common discourse, is a
subdivision of a species formed by a group of
individuals that share common biological
characteristics that distinguish them from
other groups1. The concept of ethnicity
emphasizes cultural, socioeconomic, religious
and political qualities of human groups,
including language, diet, dress, kinship
relation systems and historical or territorial
identity2. The United States Census and biomedical researchers collect both types of data
to categorize populations. There is abundant
epidemiological evidence that self-identified
race/ethnicity is associated with differences in
cancer incidence and mortality. For example,
over the 5-year period ending in the year 2000,
national cancer statistics from the United
States show an average annual prostate cancer
incidence of 277 per 100,000 for AfricanAmerican men compared with 168 per
100,000 among Caucasians. Racial differences
in death rates for the disease were even more
evident. An average of 73 prostate cancer
deaths per 100,000 for African-American men
compared with 30 per 100,000 for Caucasians
were recorded3.
Another example is early-onset breast cancer, which is more common among AfricanAmerican compared with Caucasian women,
and breast cancer mortality is higher among
African-American women in all age
groups4–8. By contrast, certain minority populations have reduced risks of developing some
types of cancer. Primary brain tumours are
more common in Caucasians, compared with
minority non-whites9. African Americans
were reported to have lower survival rates
after diagnosis of primary brain tumour
compared with Caucasians10, whereas another
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study reported a higher incidence of survival among African Americans 11 . To
address the complex issues regarding cancer
risk, race and ethnicity, data are commonly
collected by health researchers. This information can be used to obtain information
about social class, possible environmental
exposures and genotype.
There is far from a consensus on the value
of racial information in cancer research. It has
been argued that racial categories are no
longer useful in aetiological research because
they are too vague and imprecise12. Others
point to the use of such classification schemes
for epidemiological and clinical investigations13,14. Moreover, the political ramifications
of collecting racial data continue to be
intensely debated. In California’s special recall
election that was held on 7 October 2003, voters rejected the Racial Privacy Initiative
(Proposition 54), which sought to ban the
state from collecting racial data in all but a
few exempted cases. Sixty-four percent of
voters voted against the proposal, reflecting

Ancestry and racial categories

To help answer the question of whether
there is a valid biological meaning to racial
categories and whether these categories
might help to explain the molecular features and aetiological heterogeneity of cancer in different populations, we can turn to
the work of evolutionary biologists and
population geneticists. Studies that use
molecular-marker analysis show that
human populations worldwide can be subdivided into groups that are consistent with
race, based on ancestry within one of five
continents15. These groups include African,
Caucasian (European and Middle Eastern),
Asian, Pacific Islander and Native
American. DNA markers, including short
tandem repeats (minisatellites) and singlenucleotide polymorphisms, have been used
to determine relatedness and lineage within
human populations (FIG. 1).
An example of such a marker is the
Duffy-blood-group antigen, a glycosylated
protein that was first recognized as the erythrocyte receptor for the human malaria
parasite Plasmodium knowlesi16. A point
mutation within the gene locus for Duffy
(FY), which is located at 1q21-1q22, leads to
lack of expression of the Duffy antigen in red
blood cells. This mutation is very rare in
most racial groups, but is present in 100% of
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Figure 1 | Classification of major racial/ethnic groups, based on the migration of modern
Homo sapiens. Genetic differentiation of humans according to their migration patterns and establishment
of genetically isolated populations over time provides the basis for racial categories according to
continental ancestry. The scheme that is outlined above begins with a radiation from east Africa to the rest
of Africa about 100,000 years ago, and is followed by an expansion from the same area to Asia —
probably by two routes, southern and northern — between 60,000 and 40,000 years ago. Oceania,
Europe and America were settled from Asia in that order. Genetic divergence is brought about by relative
isolation of groups in different environments and through the actions of genetic drift and differential natural
selection. Figure adapted from REF. 15 © (2003) Nature Publishing Group.
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Table 1 | Examples of potential differences in cancer type by race/ethnicity
Cancer

Population

Number of
subjects in study

Molecular marker

Patient/tumour
characteristics

References

Gastric

Texan Hispanics,
Caucasians,
African Americans

107

CDKN2A methylation

EBV infection more common
in Texan Hispanics;
no difference between
Caucasians and African
Americans

46

Glioma

Japanese

63

CDKN2A deletion

CDKN2A deletion less
common in tumours from
Japanese compared with
Caucasians

47

Glioma

Northern Californian
Caucasians, nonCaucasians

172

TP53 mutation

Higher prevalence of TP53mutation-positive gliomas in
non-Caucasians

51

Breast

Detroit African Americans,
midwest US rural
Caucasians, Scottish
Caucasians

75

TP53 mutation

Higher frequency of all
transition-type mutations
in African Americans

53

Breast

African Americans, Native
Americans, Asian/Pacific
Islanders, Hispanic whites,
non-Hispanic whites

93,317

ER/PR receptor

Greater risk for ER/PRnegative breast cancer
and different histological
profiles in ethnic minorities

56

Pancreatic cancer

Detroit African Americans,
Caucasians

410

KRAS mutation and
mutational spectra

Similar frequency; different
KRAS mutational spectra

58

Lung cancer

Louisiana African
Americans, Caucasians

111

KRAS mutation and
mutational spectra

Increased prevalence of
mutant KRAS in African
Americans, but same
mutational spectra

59

Colorectal cancer

African Americans

22

Microsatellite instability

Threefold higher prevalence
of high-grade microsatellite
instability in tumours from
African Americans

61

Paediatric acute
leukaemia

Caucasians, African
Americans, Hispanics,
Asians, mixed & others

8,447

Cytogenetic profile,
immunophenotype

Higher risk for T-cell
phenotypes, lower risk for
hyperdiploid karyotype, shorter
EFS and poor outcomes among
standard risk categories for
African-American children

62–65

EBV, Epstein–Barr virus; EFS, event-free survival; ER/PR, oestrogen receptor/progesterone receptor; US, United States.

native Africans and about 70% of African
Americans. The mutation has been shown to
occur 46 base pairs upstream of the transcription initiation site, in the protein’s consensus binding site for the transcription
factor GATA1, leading to loss of Duffy
expression17. There are many such loci that
display large differences in allele frequencies
among ancestral populations18,19. Genetic
determinants of cancer risk could be linked
to these ancestral associations, and further
study of these racial categories could help to
identify new susceptibility loci.
There are several ways in which race/
ethnicity could affect the results and interpretation of cancer studies. Certain ancestral populations carry mutations or polymorphisms in
genes that encode proteins thought to be
directly involved in carcinogenesis. Several
notable examples are found within AshkenaziJewish populations. The first involves founder
mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes,
which are associated with breast and ovarian
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cancer. Founder mutations are those that occur
in a specific population and that were introduced to the group by an ancestor in whom
the original mutation occurred. Two mutations in BRCA1 (185delAG and 5382insC) and
one mutation in BRCA2 (6174delT) are common in the Ashkenazi Jewish population20–22
— the BRCA1 185delAG mutation has an
approximately 1% prevalence23,24. Investigators
have yet to agree on whether the clinical and
pathological characteristics of early-onset
breast or ovarian cancer in carriers of these
founder mutations are different from those in
non-carriers25–28.
A second example that has arisen in
Ashkenazi-Jewish populations involves a
common genetic variation in the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene, which
might cause a predisposition to colorectal
cancer. A transversion from T to A at codon
1307 (l1307K) in the APC gene converts the
wild-type sequence to a homopolymer tract
that is thought to be unstable and prone to

mutation29. APC l1307K is found in about
6% of Ashkenazi-Jewish individuals 30–32.
Whereas early studies indicated a modestly
increased risk for colorectal cancer and
unique molecular features of the tumours
among APC l1307K carriers compared with
non-carriers29,31,33, more recent studies have
led to questions about the importance of
this polymorphism as a risk factor for colorectal cancer 34. One potentially fruitful
approach to clarifying the molecular and
epidemiological features of cancer that are
associated with either the BRCA1/BRCA2
founder mutations or the APC l1307K polymorphism is to explore the possible interactions of these variants with other genes and
environmental influences.
Certain race/ethnicity data have also been
associated with exposure to specific cancercausing agents. Socioeconomic factors (for
example, income or education) are often
linked to environmental exposures that are
important in modifying cancer risk. For
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Table 2 | Cancer risk factors associated with methylation of CDKN2A
Exposure/cancer risk factor

Association with CDKN2A methylation

Cancer

Cigarette smoking

Increased frequency of methylation

Non-small-cell lung cancer

References

Cigarette smoking

Increased frequency of methylation

Squamous-cell head and neck cancer

76

Human papillomavirus infection

Decreased frequency of methylation

Squamous-cell head and neck cancer

77

Epstein–Barr virus infection

Increased frequency of methylation

Gastric cancer

Epstein–Barr virus infection

Increased frequency of methylation

Nasopharyngeal cancer

Hepatitis B and C infection

Increased frequency of methylation

Hepatocellular carcinoma

HIV-1/KSHV infection

Increased frequency of methylation

Kaposi sarcoma, HIV-1-associated lymphoma

71–75

46,78
79
78,80,81
82,83

HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; KSHV, Kaposi’s sarcoma herpesvirus.

example, tobacco smoking is more prevalent
among some ethnic groups compared with
others35 (for example, African Americans versus Latinos), and tobacco-related cancer risks
are greater for smokers compared with nonsmokers. Clearly, direct measurements of carcinogen exposure would be a more valid
approach to risk analysis than collection of
race/ethnicity information. But the specific
environmental factors that cause cancers are
often ill-defined, unknown or inaccessible.
The unique genetic features of racial
groups, in combination with environmental
factors, can also influence carcinogenic
mechanisms and lead to biologically important differences in the molecular profile of a
tumour. These racial/ethnic differences
therefore determine not only cancer risk, but
also potential responses to preventative measures and treatment. Recent epidemiological
and clinical studies using molecular markers
indicate that racial differences in cancer types
do exist (TABLE 1), so a systematic evaluation
of these issues is appropriate.
Cancer cells to human populations

At the heart of approaches to studying cancer
at the population level is the idea of a ‘web of
causality’ that underlies any complex disease.
Applying this concept to carcinogenesis, it
is likely that cellular control pathways are
subject to disruptions through distinct mechanisms that are triggered by different combinations of environmental and genetic factors.
For example, the main risk factor for liver
cancer is cirrhosis, which is often a result of
hepatitis B (HBV) or hepatitis C (HCV)
infection. Other conditions that modify liver
cancer risk and form the ‘web’ of causal factors include dietary exposure to fungal toxins
(for example, aflatoxin), age, sex, duration
and severity of liver disease, concurrent alcohol consumption, and genetic conditions that
lead to iron accumulation in the liver
(haemachromatosis)36,37. Several oncogenic
pathways have been implicated in malignant
transformation of liver cells. Mutations and
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allelic deletions in TP53, which are found in
about 30% of liver cancer cases, have been
associated predominantly with exposure to
aflatoxin B1 and HBV infection. Conversely,
mutations in the gene that encodes β-catenin
occur in about 22% of liver cancer cases, but
are rare in HBV-associated tumours38.
Another body of evidence to show that
specific genomic alterations are associated
with environmental risk factors can be found
in looking at the prevalence in different cancers of epigenetic inactivation of the CDKN2A
gene — which encodes a cyclin-dependent
kinase inhibitor, INK4A (also known as p16),
that regulates the retinoblastoma (Rb) cellcycle control pathway39. Differential inactivation of CDKN2A provides one example of a
gene that is altered by environmental factors.
This gene has been found to be inactivated
through single-base mutation, chromosomal
deletion and an epigenetic mechanism that
involves aberrant methylation within its promoter region, leading to cancer40. This aberrant promoter methylation inhibits CDKN2A
expression and leads to defects in cell-cycle
control, a common event in transformation.
The epigenetic mechanism for disruption of
CDKN2A expression has been linked to different aetiological agents, including viral exposure and cigarette smoking, in several tumour
types (TABLE 2).
Therefore, if environment can influence
cancer type at the molecular level, it follows
that differences in exposure patterns among
racial/ethnic subgroups might lead to differences in cancer susceptibility, irrespectively
of any intrinsic genetic differences between
groups. For example, levels of exposure to
several viral agents (TABLE 2) show regional
and ethnic variations41,36,42. A mixture of
aetiological factors could therefore be
important in determining cancer risk.
Interactions between environmental and
genetic factors should also be considered in
determining cancer susceptibility. However,
many of the environmental triggers that
underlie common cancers remain unknown,

or can only be defined imprecisely. So, can
race/ethnicity data add any significant information, above and beyond the known exposure-risk categories, to help identify different
causal pathways and risk groups?
Variations in cellular control pathways

To bring into sharper focus the contributions
of race/ethnicity to cancer, it is useful to look
at the problem from the perspective of variations in the cellular control pathways that are
commonly linked to cancer.
Cell cycle. The tumour-suppressor gene
CDKN2A is methylated and therefore inactivated in some virus-associated tumours
(TABLE 2), but other mechanisms for disrupting the INK4A–Rb pathway exist in different
tumour types. About 10% of gastric adenocarcinomas have a distinct histology, proximal anatomic location, male predominance
and are associated with Epstein–Barr-virus
(EBV) infection43,44. Inactivation of CDKN2A
through aberrant promoter methylation is
more common in EBV-related gastric cancers
than in non-EBV-associated tumours45. A
multi-ethnic study by Vo et al.46 showed that
the presence of EBV and silencing of
CDKN2A by methylation was significantly
more common in gastric tumour samples
that were taken from Texan Hispanics compared with those from non-Hispanic whites
or African-Americans, and was also more
common among men (TABLE 1). These findings indicate that there are ethnic differences
in tumour virology and in gastric cancer
pathogenesis, although future studies are
needed to determine whether EBV exposure
alone or in combination with other host
factors underlies these associations.
In a second study, inactivation of
CDKN2A by chromosomal deletion was
less common in malignant glioma samples
from Japanese patients compared with
those from Caucasians47. The clinical significance of this difference is unknown, but
given the central role of the Rb cell-cycle
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Box 1 | The IARC TP53 Mutation Database
In 1991, a database of somatic TP53 mutations in human cancers and cell lines was initiated by
Monica Hollstein and Curtis Harris. Since 1994, this database has been maintained at the
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) in Lyon, France, and is made freely
available as a service to the scientific community. The IARC TP53 Mutation Database can be
used for the following purposes:
• To perform regular reviews of the TP53 mutation literature.
• To develop electronic formats for compiling, sorting and retrieving mutation data.
• To perform research on TP53 mutation patterns.
The current version of the database is ‘R8’, which was released in June 2003. The R8 dataset
includes 18,585 somatic mutations that were reported in 1,680 original publications and 225
germline mutations that were reported in 98 publications (published between 1989 and June
2002). Functional information on more than 200 p53 mutant proteins is now available. The
database can be accessed at http://www.iarc.fr/p53/.

checkpoint in gliomagenesis, further studies
might reveal defects at other points in the
Rb pathway in tumours from Japanese
patients. With respect to aetiology, the
causes of glioma in adults are obscure.
Factors such as increasing age (up to age
80), male gender and Caucasian nonHispanic race/ethnicity are all associated
with increased risk. In fact, race is one of the
few factors that is consistently associated
with risk for this devastating cancer.
Apoptosis. The control of apoptosis by p53 is
another pathway that varies depending on
race/ethnicity. The p53 protein mediates the
cellular response to DNA damage and proliferative signals, and selectively activates
different subsets of target genes that can
modulate apoptosis, growth arrest, DNA
repair or differentiation48,49. The presence and
nature of TP53 mutations has been proposed
for use as a tool to identify carcinogen exposure, and could also be used to determine the
influence of race/ethnicity on human carcinogenesis. Mutations in TP53 are among the
most common events in human cancer, as
some 18,585 acquired mutations have been
catalogued in the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) TP53 mutation
database50 (BOX 1). It is important to note, however, that less than 10% of these can be linked
with exposure to specific environmental factors, so further molecular epidemiological
studies are required.
To address this issue, we recently carried
out a study in the San Francisco Bay area to
identify associations between characteristics
such as race and ethnicity with the presence
and type of TP53 mutation in a populationbased sample of adult gliomas. Surprisingly,
tumours from non-whites were five times
more likely to have mutations in exons 5–8 of
TP53, and there were also subtle differences
in the mutational spectra that were observed
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in different ethnic groups51. Gliomas that
contained TP53 mutations and that were
found more commonly in non-whites could
arise from lower-grade malignancies that
recurred later as high-grade aggressive
glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). Clinical
outcome for patients with GBM are dismal
irrespective of p53 status; only 2–5% of
patients who are originally diagnosed with
GBM will survive for more than 3 years52.
Potential environmental exposures, as well as
germline genetic differences that are associated with TP53 mutations in patients with
glioma, are under investigation.
Breast cancer provides another example
of the association between race/ethnicity and
TP53 mutations, cancer risk and prognosis.
African-American women with breast cancer
have a worse prognosis compared with other
groups in the United States. One comparison
of the mutational spectra within breast
tumours from women of different ethnic
backgrounds from the United States reported
significantly higher proportions of transition-type mutations in TP53 in tumours
from African-American women, compared
with Caucasians53. The issue of racial differences in breast cancer incidence and prognosis has been extensively examined, although
age of onset, as well as other potential biases
in reporting, could account for some of the
reported differences54,55. In this regard, it
is important to note the Surveillance
Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) study
of 95,523 patients with breast cancer, all of
whom were more than 50 years old. This
study found that women from ethnic
minorities have a greater risk of oestrogenreceptor/progesterone-receptor-negative
breast cancer and that their tumours showed
different histological profiles, compared with
those of non-Hispanic white women56. These
findings could partly explain the reported
poorer survival among these populations.

The most widely cited example of a link
between TP53 and environmental carcinogen exposure occurs in tobacco-related cancers. In terms of the association between
smoking and TP53 mutational spectra, race
has not been adequately addressed.
Although the IARC Mutation Database (BOX
1) has been updated over time to include
classification of smoking status, many of the
data lacks annotations on race. A recent
analysis has indicated that racial differences
could be very important in determining
tobacco-related cancer risk, and that the
widely cited association between G→T
transversions and lung cancer might be an
artefact of the unequal distribution of racial
groups that have been assigned to smoker
and non-smoker categories57.
Proliferation. Genomic alterations that affect
proliferative signals are reported to vary by
race/ethnicity. In a study of 410 patients (166
African Americans and 244 Caucasians)
with a histological diagnosis of pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma, patients from the
two races/ethnicities were compared according to the clinicopathological characteristics
of their tumours, including the presence and
types of KRAS mutations at codon 12.
Codon 12 contains the most common activating mutation in human cancer. African
Americans had more frequent KRAS mutations that resulted in glycine→valine aminoacid substitutions than Caucasians58. These
studies could be relevant to the observation
that African Americans have a higher incidence of pancreatic adenocarcinoma than
do Caucasians.
Lung cancer risks and mortality rates are
higher among African-American men than
any other group in the United States.
Analysis of lung tumours from African
Americans in the Mississippi River corridor
in Louisiana — a region with very high mortality rates from lung cancer — showed that
32/116 (27.6%) contained KRAS mutations
in either codon 12 or 13. This frequency is
comparable to that reported for Caucasians,
although the mutation spectrum was
strikingly different. Of the 32 mutations
observed, an abnormally high proportion of
cysteine and serine mutations was found in
lung cancers from African Americans compared with lung cancers in Caucasians that
have been reported in the literature59.
Other mechanisms. Even though there is limited research on the subject, other cancerrelated mechanisms have been studied in
relation to race/ethnicity. Overall, levels of
DNA methylation were reported to be lower
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in squamous-cell lung cancers from African
Americans compared with Caucasians60, and
high-grade (extensive) microsatellite instability
— examined in a case series of colorectal cancers — was more common among tumours
from African Americans compared with other
groups61. Prognostic characteristics have also
been found to vary between racial/ethnic
groups of children with acute lymphoblastic
leukaemia62. African-American children with
acute leukaemia were more likely to present
with high-risk features and to have poorer outcomes compared with Caucasian children63–65.
The cytogenetic and molecular pathways that
are involved in these racial differences have not
been identified.
Race and human-genome science

Although scientists debate the value of racial
information12, it is likely to be counterproductive to continue to ignore race while searching
for the molecular underpinnings of human
cancer. Developments in evolutionary biology
and genetics compel us to address the value of
ethnic and racial categories to ensure that we
do not pass up any opportunity to improve
the prospects for cancer prevention and
patient outcome, or to gain a more complete
understanding of cancer pathogenesis66,67.
This recommendation does not indicate a static categorization scheme for race/ethnicity,
nor one of strict divisions between continental
groups, because migration and interbreeding
degrade the endogamy that is required to
maintain genetically clustered groups. The
implications of unique allelic combinations
among racial groups for pharmacology have
recently been outlined68,69.
Future directions

It could be said that our approach to investigating cancer pathogenesis has been ‘race blind’ or
‘race neutral’. Many of the time-honoured
tools for dissecting the crucial control pathways in cancer are cancer cell lines from
patients whose race/ethnicity is unknown. As
we move forward, cancer biologists should collect data that are based on the basic demographic characteristics of the patients whose
tumours they study. Even the substantial international database of acquired mutations in the
TP53 gene is poorly annotated for race — a
fact that could threaten the validity of some of
the conclusions that are drawn from this extensive database. Future submissions of specimens
to the database should include race/ethnicity
information. Clearly, we should encourage a
closer collaboration between the population
scientist, who views cancer pathogenesis as a
multifactorial web of causal processes, and the
cancer biologist.
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It is clear that exposure to infectious and
chemical agents affects the genetic and epigenetic profiles of tumours, and it is also
known that these exposures vary according
to race/ethnicity. Exposure variability by
race/ethnicity is the simplest way in which
differences in cancer type can arise. As the
specific aetiological exposures that lead to
most cancer types are incompletely understood, race/ethnicity information could be
useful for understanding how differences
among populations can affect carcinogenesis. Attention to racial differences might
help in identifying new cancer-causing
agents — if a specific cancer is prevalent
among one racial/ethnic group, investigations into the lifestyle and environment of
that group could uncover a previously
unrecognized carcinogen. Clues to help
explain race/ethnicity differences in cancer
risk and prognosis will come about through
combining race/ethnicity information with
molecular profiles.
From population genetics, we know that
race/ethnicity categories correspond to and
help identify unique germline alleles and
allelic combinations. These ancestral genetic
groupings can modify both cancer risk and
the molecular subtype of tumours. It is possible that there are complex interactions between
ancestry-specific genes and race-associated
environmental exposures. In addition to
collecting race/ethnicity data, populationspecific polymorphisms have been identified
that can be used to directly estimate individuals’ ancestry, and this approach could supplant or replace self-reported ancestry19,70. It is
still too early to assess the full impact of
race/ethnicity in human carcinogenesis and
many questions have been raised by recent
research. But, it is important to note that as
therapies evolve that target specific pathway
defects, information on differences in cancer
pathways between patient groups will
become increasingly more clinically relevant.
Therefore, in the future, clinical scientists
can expect more, not less, emphasis on
learning about the racial makeup of the individuals who are involved in clinical trials.
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